Getting Started with the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution is as easy as 1, 2, 3!

The Learning Ally Implementation Owner owns the success of effective implementation by ensuring educators are prepared, devices are ready, and student progress is monitored.

**STEP 1** Understand the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution

The Learning Ally Audiobook Solution is a proven-multi-sensory reading resource for struggling readers. Composed of human-read audiobooks, student-centric features and a suite of teacher resources, it’s designed to help students in any instructional setting, including general education settings, become more engaged learners and achieve their academic potential. Watch this video for a quick reminder about the power of human-read audiobooks.

**STEP 2** Assemble your team

Successful implementation is easy when you have the right team. Each member should review their own “Quick Start Guide” to know exactly what to do:

- Designate at least one **Administrator** per school to help you set-up for success, engage families and stay on track
- Designate at least one **Data Manager** to understand and lead integration with the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution
- Designate **Instructors** to provide student eligibility, assign audiobooks, and monitor reading progress
- If needed, utilize the additional role of Read-Only Instructor for educators to assign audiobooks to students and monitor their reading progress

**STEP 3** Manage your goals

- Work with your Data Manager to determine the best Learning Ally Audiobook Solution integration method to create, update, and log in your educators and students
- Ensure devices are ready and students know how to use the audiobook app
- Ensure parents are engaged and know how to support their children reading at home
- Set goals and monitor reading progress so your team can help students build reading stamina and build the habit of reading
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